
    Can Dot Win? 



Grow  Your 

Phonics  Skills! 
Look for CVC words with 

 

 

short o 

Try these decodable words! 
See page 15  for more. 

hog 

top 

New Vocabulary 

pet: an animal to keep 
in your home 

spin: to turn quickly 

Let’s  Read! 
Scan the QR code 

to watch a fun 2-minute 
video about the book.

https://vimeo.com/showcase/11005785


    Can Dot Win? 



            

         

Tom likes his pet, Dot. 

She is a hog. 

Tom    and    Dot    are    pals.  
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"Hop in the van," said Mom. 

Tom    and    Dot    got    in    the    

van    to    go    to    the    Pig    Top. 

"Dot can win," said Dad. 
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We go see the hogs and 

sit. 

"Dot and Tom!" said a man. 

Dot and Tom jog to the 

pad. 
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"Sit, Dot," said Tom. 

Dot    sits.  

"Hop, Dot," said Tom. 

Dot    hops.  

"Do a spin, Dot," said Tom. 

Dot    spins    and    bops. 
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                "Look at the fans," said Tom. 

Dot    sees    the    fans. 
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            "Dot wins!" said the man. 

"You    did    it!"    said    Tom.  

"You    did    a    lot!"    said    Mom   

and    Dad. 
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"A win!" said Mom. "Dad has 

hot dogs and pops!" 
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Phonics Fun 

Write the words from the 
list on a piece of paper. 
With a partner, take turns 
reading the words. 

lot hog pod mop 

Comprehension 

Where did the story 
happen? When did the 
story happen? 

 

High Frequency Words 

are 
is 

said 
she 

Decodable Words 

bop 
dog 
Dot 
got 
hog 
hop 
hot 

jog 
lot 

Mom 
pop 
Tom 
top 
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Scan the QR code for a phonics lesson 
in English and Spanish 

Patents Pending 

Can Dot Win? 
Decodable Set: 8 
Skill: Short o CVC words 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/11005785
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